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KinQuest is a new and intuitive electronic questionnaire 
for collecting and organizing lexical data pertaining to 
kinship, families and relationships.  
The project was developed to gather complete kinship 
terminologies of the Volgaic Finno-Ugric and Turkic 
language families for cross-linguistic comparison in an 
organized and natural way.  
Collecting kinship terms proved difficult as: 
 
-  dictionaries were often unreliable and underinformative 
(e.g. multiple terms for sister or one term for older sister and no term 
for younger sister) 
 
-  eliciting kinship systems was complicated and difficult 
for both researcher and consultant 
The KinQuest questionnaire may be completed by 
linguists or anthropologists, but was written and designed 
to be easily understood by non-specialists as well. 
 
The questions flow naturally from parent-type 
relationships to siblings, on to children and finally affinal 
relationships. 
 
Each question is supplemented with a unique, easy-to-
understand diagram, which exhibits standard colors, 
shapes, and tree-branching relationship representations 
with accompanying descriptions and numerical references.   
For each elicitation, the respondent is asked for language 
name, and type/name/region of source of the information. 
Each section begins by 
determining the semantic 
distinctions and collapses in the 
system: 
 
distinguished by gender of relative? 
 
distinguished by gender of ego? 
 
and then systematically requests 
terms for each relation included 
in the system: 
 
distinguished by relative age? 
 
Is the term unknown? non-existent? 
Does it require greater distinction?  
 
A space for commentary and informal/
dialectal/regional terms 
 
All terms are organized into a spreadsheet and paired 
with a relationship code, starting with ego and referencing 
each intervening relationship.  
(e.g. ego’s mother’s brother’s daughter’s husband = EMBDH) 
Ego 
E = ego 
Q = male ego 
R = female ego 
Parents 
P = neutral parent 
M = male parent 
F = female parent 
Spouses 
A = neutral spouse 
H = male spouse 
W = female spouse 
Children 
C = neutral child 
S = male child 
D = female child 
Siblings 
G = neutral sibling 
B = male sibling 
Z = female sibling 
I = older male sibling 
J = younger male sibling 
K = older female sibling 
L = younger female sibling 
O = older sibling 
Y = younger sibling 
In this format, we can clearly see how kinship terms 
(especially sibling relations) are patterned and we can 
compare the systems on a fine-grained scale. 
Working with a language that has a fascinating kinship 
system? Would you like to use this tool to elicit or 
compare your own language? Let us know! 
 
klindsey@stanford.edu 
